
ROCK: Rapid Obstacle Clearing Kit

The “Obstacle-Clearing kit”  
comes with everything required 
to clear small field expedient and 
deliberate obstacles, such as: 
concertina, personnel mines,  
fencing, other battlefield 
emplacements or heavy undergrowth.  
Ideal for Sappers, Engineers  
and Infantrymen. 

The kit is lightweight and fits into  
a small manpackable pouch  
or a ruck sack. 

Simply add explosives, such as a 
detonation sheet, a slider charge, or 
the ready made “Bandolier” which  
the “Instant Stick” is designed to 
securely hold. 

Each kit comes with 
2 x Instant Sticks, 
1 x Connector, 
1 x Nose Cone, 
3 x Safe Connectors
2 x extendable coiled steel tubes, to aid in 
obstacle removal.
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ROCK: Rapid Obstacle Clearing Kit

• Pouch/Pocket to use in seconds

• Safe, quick arm/disarm

• Effective and modular

• No additional Fragmentation

• Light weight

• Variable length and Explosive Weights

• Legacy compatible

• Breach

• Paths, Doors, Walls, Fences, Gates

• Placed Obstacles/ Hasty Obstacles

• Mines, Weapons caches

• Optional zinc chain shrapnel to defeat 

emplaced obstacles or triple strand 

concertina obstacles

Ideal for Sappers, Engineers, and Infantrymen. 
System comes either pre-assembled with base explosive load equivalent 
to one to four pounds of C4 or un-assembled ready to add explosives, 
such as Detonation cord, a slider charge, or the ready-made “Bandolier” 
which the “Instant Stick” is designed to securely hold. 

Pre-assembled kit is designed to accept additional explosives in seconds 
making it the perfect system for sappers, infantrymen and Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal units.

The Safe Connector is a two-piece direct priming system.
Utilising a simple clip-in-clip-out method of priming, the Safe 
Connection System provides breachers with a safer, simpler, imore 
efficient way to prime. 

Designed to fit both standard 
military and law enforcement 
blasting caps, while providing a 
direct prime. 

Eliminating the need for the “det-
chord loop” and giving operators 
the ability to travel safely. 

This is the only priming 
system on the market that 
complies with military safety 
standards.

Light-weight quick assembly kit to clear Battlefield Obstacles


